Now, Myra, no funny business. O.K.?
O.K., Mrs. Page.

Today's class will start with a leap.

Ribbet
I heard something.

It was Myra.

No talking please. Now let's swim.

I felt something.

It was Myra.

Forget Myra. Now, fly, everybody.
Tweet, sweet

Myra was really flying.

That's O.K.
Crawl, everybody.

Grrrr
Somebody bit me.
It wasn't me.
Never mind. Let's kick.

Hee how. Hee how.
Hee how.

Hee how.
Myra, were you up to your tricks again?
She was
I was just having a good time.

Well, no more funny business.
O.K., Myra?
O.K. Mrs. Page.

She better promise.
I promise.
Good. Let's all sway.